
Pantry Sous Chef Rotation 

Graded by: Chef Sarah 

Start time: 7:00 am* (earlier as needed to prepare for morning demos when you are in charge of them) 

*Winter term start time is 7am or immediately following Garde Manger class 

Objective: 

As the Pantry Sous Chef, you’ll have the opportunity to take your experience in the 

pantry kitchen to the next level.  Having gone through your first year in the kitchen, you 

should have solid skills, so now you get to learn more about kitchen management and 

costing.   

You will be filling one of the usual pantry rotations (compound salads, entree salads, 

salad bar, sandwich bar) but are expected to have the time management skills of a more 

experienced student and be able to help keep our 1st years organized and on time. 

 

Assignments and Expectations:*(this is what is required of you; in order to earn an A or 

B letter grade, you must go above and beyond these basic requirements. I must see you 

pushing yourself to learn and to help the first years learn as much as possible). 

1. Kitchen Management: 

● Execute your rotation duties with excellence. 

● Help keep our kitchen clean and organized (this includes the walk in, our reach in, 

low boy and our product in on the raw meat rack) and help with cost management 

by ensuring we are not wasting product 

● Instruct first year students in proper knife skills, time management techniques 

and in executing their dishes properly.  

● Pay attention to everything that goes on in the kitchen so you know how to step in 

and help first years. 

★ You are not required to have all the recipes written down, that is the first 

year’s responsibility, but you are expected to know the menu, be familiar 

with menu items. Remember that you are setting an example to first year 

students, it is not acceptable to be unprepared. You may also be asked to 

pick up vacant stations- please be ready to do so. 

2. Lead 1 demo each week you are in the pantry kitchen.  You and I will look at the demo 

schedule and determine which demos you are most confident in leading. 

3. Costing Assignment: 

● Learn more about the financial operation of a kitchen by completing a costing 

project. 

★ Use the following form to cost out 1 compound salad from our packet.  It is 

due by the last day of your rotation, it will NOT be accepted late. 

○ https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1g3jQpqMZIdmxhijERbEMHP

CVikSWnUhzlVSTP1XvTfE/edit#gid=580163579 

Grading:   

80% of your grade comes from daily performance/kitchen management including time 

and temp log, kitchen cleanliness and organization, 1st year assistance and instruction. 

10 %  Costing Assignment  

10 %  Demos 
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